VALUE PROPOSITION
FOR INEOS STYROLUTION
SUBSTRATE DECORATED
WITH KURZ FOILS

decorative
solutions
for the automotive industry

PROVEN TRACK RECORD
INEOS Styrolution has a proven track record of successful decorated
applications with KURZ foils which are used in the automotive market.
VERSATILE DESIGN OPTIONS
INEOS Styrolution material can be used pre-colored, unpainted and partially
covered with KURZ foils, offering more freedom to the designers.
SHORT DEVELOPMENT TIME
INEOS Styrolution and KURZ have validated solutions of combining foils and
substrates which allows reduced risk of failure and shorter development time.
SUPERIOR ADHESION
INEOS Styrolution’s styrenics product portfolio offers superior adhesion to
KURZ foil for decorative solutions with hot stamping and IMD technology.
EASY PROCESSING AND REDUCED REJECT RATE
High flow materials from INEOS Styrolution’s portfolio offer a higher
processing window for in-mold decoration, no foil deformation, allow
complex part design and reduced reject rate of finished parts.
LOW BLISTERING
INEOS Styrolution offers specific material diminishing surface defects and
blisters on the foil under high humidity conditions.
LONG-TERM SURFACE QUALITY
Decorative solutions offer long-term surface quality, resistance to UV,
humidity, chemicals and scratch.

INEOS Styrolution Group GmbH
Global Headquarters
Mainzer Landstrasse 50
60325 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
www.ineos-styrolution.com

LEONHARD KURZ
Stiftung & Co. KG
Schwabacher Str. 482
90763 Fürth, Germany
www.kurz.de

Please note
The data contained in this publication are based on our current knowledge and experience. In view of the many
factors that may affect processing and application of our product, these data do not relieve processors from carrying out own investigations and tests; neither do these data imply any guarantee of certain properties, nor the
suitability of the product for a specific purpose. Any descriptions, drawings, photographs, data, proportions,
weights etc. given herein may change without prior information and do not constitute the agreed contractual
quality of the product. It is the responsibility of the recipient of our products to ensure that any proprietary
rights and existing laws and legislation are observed. (October 2013)
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Two global
suppliers
provide decorative
solutions for the
automotive industry

High Flow High Heat
Piano BLack SAN

Luran® HH-120

High Heat ASA
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INEOS Styrolution is the

The KURZ Group is a global leader in

only leading styrenics company truly

hot stamping and coating technology.

globally active with a broad product

KURZ develops and manufactures

portfolio and proven customized

decorative and functional layers applied to

interioR

approach to co-development.

carrier foils, stamping tools and machines

high flow medium heat ABS

Novodur® H605

1.4

passed

passed

INEOS Styrolution delivers

for a large variety of applications for

high heat ABS

Novodur HH-106

1.7

passed

passed

innovation and professional support

different industries. In plastics decoration,

High heat High Impact ABS/PC

Novodur ultra 4105

1.2

passed

passed

with an experienced, personal

KURZ offers intelligent insert molding, hot

High Flow High Heat High Impact ASA/PC

Luran S KR2864C UV

1.5

passed

passed

touch. As the worldwide leader in

stamping and IMD solutions that provide

automotive styrenics specialties

exceptional results as well as cost savings

High Flow High Impact ABS/PA

Terblend N NM-21EF

1.5
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passed

INEOS Styrolution is a reliable

compared to conventional processes.

High Flow High Heat Piano black SAN

Luran HH-120

1.0
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global supplier with wide-reaching

The foil product range includes endless

application expertise and

designs, single images, cutting-edge

1.4
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a long-term commitment to

metallizations and unique chromium

2.1
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innovation.

effects for various design possiblities.
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Adhesion according ISO 2409

EXterioR
High Heat ASA

Luran® S 778T SPF30

High Flow High Heat High Impact ASA/PC

Luran S KR2864C UV

High Flow High Heat Piano black SAN

Luran® HH-120

®

X904659-80VP
CHROME GLOSSY II

ISO 4892 2A
1500 h

